Shivaram Cumarasamy

From: New Jersey
Medical School: Rutgers Medical School
Future Plans: Oncology Fellowship, Fox Chase
Hobbies: Cold weather sports and yoga

Michaela Sljivich

From: Dallas, Texas
Medical School: University of Texas
Future Plans: GURS Fellowship, Mount Sinai
Hobbies: Floristry and hiking

Harry Anastos

From: Limassol, Cyprus
Medical School: Athens Medical School
Future Plans: Endourology Fellowship, Columbia University
Hobbies: Tennis and outdoor activities
Shirin Razdan

From: Miami, Florida
Medical School: Miami Miller School of Medicine
Future Plans: Robotics Fellowship, Mount Sinai
Hobbies: Reading, dancing, bad bunny

Beth Edelblute

From: Derry, New Hampshire
Medical School: Columbia University
Future Plans: Endourology Fellowship, Montefiore University
Hobbies: Enjoys trying out new baking recipes on her co-residents

Joshua Altschuler

From: Annapolis, Maryland
Medical School: Case Western Reserve University
Future Plans: Robotics or Endourology Fellowship
Hobbies: Tennis, cheering Philadelphia Eagles, spending time with his toy poodle
Joseph Baiocco

From: Atlanta, Georgia
Medical School: Sidney Kimmel College at Thomas Jefferson
Future Plans: GURS or Pediatric Fellowship
Hobbies: Skiing, theater, Georgia football

Benjamin Eilender

From: West Bloomfield, Michigan
Medical School: Wayne State School of Medicine
Future Plans: Robotics or Endourology Fellowship
Hobbies: Sports, fantasy football, NYC food scene

Talia Stark

From: Cleveland, Ohio
Medical School: Thomas Jefferson
Future Plans: Pediatrics or GURS Fellowship
Hobbies: Swimming, cooking, spending time with her new baby boy!
Ali Zahalka

From: Morgantown, WV
Medical School: Albert Einstein
Future Interest: Oncology
Hobbies: Bicycling

Ryan Blake

From: Ortonville, Michigan
Medical School: Columbia University
Future Interest: Endourology Fellowship
Hobbies: Enjoys hockey

Olamide Omidele

From: Katy, Texas
Medical School: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Future Interest: Endourology Fellowship
Hobbies: Enjoys soccer, dominating the Sinai fantasy football league
Juan Sebastian Serna

From: Medellin, Colombia
Medical School: University of Pennsylvania
Future Interest: Endourology Fellowship
Hobbies: Enjoys professional tennis and exploring the NYC food scene

Alexandra Siegal

From: Chappaqua, NY
Medical School: Medical school from Stony Brook
Future Interest: Pediatric Fellowship
Hobbies: Enjoys her puppy Enzo, hot yoga, and watercolor painting
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Hallie Wurst

From: Tacoma, WA
Medical School: Wayne State
Hobbies: Enjoys boating, brunching, and hiking
Nir Tomer

From: Chappaqua, NY

Medical School: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

Hobbies: Enjoys football, playing sports, and was a DJ for his former college’s radio station

Charles Nguyen

From: Fremont, CA

Medical School: University of Southern California

Hobbies: Enjoys basketball, volleyball, and exploring the NYC food scene

Ezra Shoen

From: East Brunswick, NJ

Medical School: GW Medical School

Hobbies: Enjoys basketball, traveling, and finding free coffee at every Sinai hospital
Patrick Ho

From: Long Beach, California
Medical School: Columbia University
Hobbies: Enjoys showing off his superior baking skills to his co-residents

Linda Dayan

From: Brooklyn, New York
Medical School: Hackensack
Hobbies: Enjoys cooking, eating, spending time with family, and running on the beach

Aubrey Dibello

From: Saint Leonard, Maryland
Medical School: Drexel University
Hobbies: Enjoys hiking, weightlifting, both cooking and eating NYC takeout, and spending time with his cat
Yuval Elkun

From: Germantown, Maryland
Medical School: New York Medical College
Hobbies: Enjoys following Baltimore/Washington DC sports teams and finding new foods in NYC

Evan Garden

From: Norwood, New Jersey
Medical School: Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
Hobbies: Enjoys basketball, hiking, and being disappointed by the Jets and Yankees

Ralph Grauer

From: Tampa, Florida
Medical School: University of Virginia
Hobbies: Enjoys sports, chess, and weightlifting